
 : My name is

..……………………………………………………

.………  I am in grade two

. Done by: Fatima Ali Alkhawwar

Unit 7: let's go



To get a sticker you should
✓Behave in the classroom
✓ Listen to your teacher
✓ Answer when the teacher ask you

.to
✓ Respect your friends and your

. teacher
✓.Be neat and tidy in the class room
✓. Don’t shout

Reward chart
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Day and 
date

Teacher note

Day 
and 
date

Teacher note

مالحظات معلمتي
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 Previous  Knowledge

 :Colours
red
yellow
green
blue
purple
orange
black
white
brown
pink

 :numbers
one=1
two=2
three=3
four=4
five=5
six=6
seven=7
eight=8
nine=9
ten=10

Aa
apple

Bb
book

Cc
cat

Dd
duck

Ee
egg

Ff
fish

Gg
goat

Hh
hand

Ii
insect

Jj
jacket

Ll
leaf

Mm
mouth

Nn
nine

Oo
octopus

Pp
pencil

Qq
queen

Rr
Rain

Ss
sun

Tt
table

Uu
umberella

Vv
van

Ww
window

Xx
box

Yy
yellow

Zz
zoo
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 :numbers
eleven=11
 twelve=12
 thirteen=13
fourteen=14
fifteen=15
sixteen=16
 seventeen =17
 eighteen=18
  nineteen =19
 twenty=20

 Days of the
 : week

 Sunday
 Monday
 Tuesday
 Wednesday
 Thursday
 Friday
 Saturday



:Parts of speech
 Parts of speech refer to
 the way in which
 .particular words are used

➢:Word types
(1.Noun
(2.Verb
(3.Pronoun
(4.Adjective
(5.Adverb
(6. Preposition

❑ :Noun
 A word used to name a person, animal, place, building,
.city or a thing
:Example
.Ali, chair, Dubai, bird, cat

❑ :verb
.A word used to express an action
:Example
 Go, eat, make, run,  sit, read, write, do, work, jump, play,
.sing, watch

➢ Kick the ball

❑ :pronoun
 A word that take place of a
.noun
:Example
 He, she, it, we, you, us,
.they

➢ .She cooks

❑ :Adjective
.A word used to describe noun or pronoun
:Example
 Happy, sad, scared, hot, tired, thirsty, sleepy, hungry,
.beautiful, big, small, tall

➢.Red hat

❑ :preposition
 A word used to indicate the relationship between two
. .objects, usually in tem of where they are
:Example
 ,In, on, under, next to

➢.The book is on the table

❑ : Adverb
.A word used to add information about a verb
:Example

       .Very, too, quickly
➢.quickly kick the ball 
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Lesson 1 word list
plane tower slide river car park

seat trip Bus 
driver

train Bicycle boat

❖:Language tips

(1 Say hello  to the

.bus driver

(2 You should buckle

 up when you get

.into the car
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 Lesson 1 / Day:…………………………
.………………………………………..Date

❖. Match

 river            train       plane      bicycle        tower

❖.Write the correct Verb under the picture Park
Trip
Slide
 Seat
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 We went on a trip to the park. We went with our teacher. We went
 by bus. The driver said:” sit on your seat please” so we sat on the
.seat
 The park  was fun. When I went back home my mum asked me “
 how was your day?” I said. “ it was fun , I drive a little car, I fly in a
”plane and I float down the river

 The trip

❖:Circle the correct answer
(1The boy went on a trip.   ( yes – No )

(2They went to the sea.     ( yes – No )

(3 They went to the park.   ( yes – No)

(4The trip wasn’t fun.        ( yes – No )

❖:Re order the sentences

. on    slide   I’m    the    (1

fun    the   was   park    (2
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Lesson 2+6 word list
climb slide float drive fly on

in up down helicopte
r

❖:Language tips

we say

✓Down a slide

✓Down a river

✓Up a tower

✓In a plane in a car
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 Lesson 2 / Day:…………………………
.………………………………………..Date

❖ .Look at the pictures. Write the correct sentence
➢slide down the slide
➢Climb up the tower
➢Drive the car
➢ Fly in a plane

❖. Match

 climb               slide          float            drive           fly
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The water park
 My name is Rashid. I’m seven years old. I like to go to
 the water park. There is a big pool in the water park. I like
 to swim and float. My brother Amar likes to dive under the
 water, but my mum says it’s dangerous to dive alone, a
  grown up must be with you. I agree with mum. Mum gives
 us good advise all the time. You should listen to your
 .mum too

❖:Circle the correct answer
(1 Rashid is …………………………years

.old
a)   9                          b) 7

.………………………… Amar likes to (2
a)   sing                          b) dive        c) swim

 ? Who gives the boys good advise (3
a)   mum                     b) dad        c) grandma

.…………………………Rashid and Amar are (4
a)   sisters                  b) brothers        c) friends



Lesson 3+4 word list
fold top middle Corners corniche Race 

winner First Second Third Fourth Fifth 
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 Lesson 3+4 / Day:…………………
.………………………………………..Date

Third
Fourth
Second

First
fifth

❖ Writhe the numbers in their correct ordinal
number form

1 2 3 4

5

❖,Look at the picture, write the ordinal numbers of the winners
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❖ :Color

Slide Tree Plane Park Swing 

❖ :Match
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Lesson 5  word list
kite camel kayak cake Canada

colorful competition cup king car
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 Lesson5 (k) sound / Day:…………………
.………………………………………..Date

❖.Re order the words

yakka acemlacek ietk rac

K c

❖ Read the passage, find  words that start with the sound (Kk) put
.them in the correct  place

Birthday
 Kasy is a cat. She lives in a cute     

  little house. She has  a red car, blue

 .kite and a little pink camel toy

 One day, she  had  a birthday party.

 .She invited the king and the queen

 She baked a pink cake. She cut the

 .cake with a knife

.It was fun
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Lesson 7+8  word list
tree teeth knee wheel sheep

sleep seed bee jeep deer
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 Lesson letter e Spelling (ee) / Day:…………………
.………………………………………..Date

❖.Re order the words

lsepe reeteteht epej heelw

❖ :Write the number of the picture 1 deer

2 sheep

3 seed

4 bee

5 knee

School trip

.My name is Mohammed

.We went to fun land , on a bus

 I  slide down the slide.  Ali climb the tower.

 Saeed float on a boat down the river.

.Saleh drive a car. Salim fly the mini plane

.It was fun

❖.Read and answer the questions (1:Title
.……………………………
.

(2:Setting
…………………………

❖ Who played this game? Write the
.name of the boy
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Lesson 9+10+11
Describing things  

wipers money bell sunny sail window

big big tall long deep

little small short short Shallow 

: Opposite
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.……………………………………Description / Day:………………… …..Date

❖: English Grammar

.Adjectives – word order
 To describe an objet we use this order
 Size + color + Noun

:Example
➢.Big blue car
➢.Little yellow fish
➢Tall red tower
➢.Short brown hair

❖ :Color the picture first , then describe it
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.……………………………………Day:………………… …..Date /                        Opposite

❖.Read the passage then answer the questions
  Rashid and his things

.My name is Rashid. I am  eight years old. I lots of toys
 I have four cars. One big red car, one big blue car and
 two little green cars. I have two boats  one big yellow
.boat and one small yellow boat
 When I go to school I take my pencils. I have two of
.them.  A Long blue pencil and  a short green pencil

❖ : Complete
 .Rashid has …………………….pencils

 One pencil is ……………………..and

………………………

 The other pencil is ………………….and

.………………………
❖.Color Rashid`s care

❖:Write the opposite
………………………:Big

………………………:Tall

.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,……:Shallow
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Lesson 13+14
transport  

 dhow boat train car wheelchair skateboard

camel motorcycle Bicycle tricycle unicycle

vehicles People powered motor powered

fast slowly

: Opposite
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.……………………………………Transport / Day:………………… …..Date    

❖ Read . Look at the
 word box . Fill in
There are many kinds of transport. They move people
.and things. They can go on the land or on the water

.1 This is a .you can ride it on the water

 This  is  a   .2 .it can go very fast

 This  is  a   .3 .it can travel over the ground

 This  is  a   .4 .you can ride it in the desert

 This  is  a   .5  it have two big wheels and tow
. little wheels

 This  is  a   .6
 You can ride it in the park and
. jump over things

 Camel\wheelchair \ train \dhow boat
 .motorcycle\skateboard
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 Lesson 15+16 word list

peg fig girl Grandma
grandpa

goose

log flag garden gate gum

fog giggles frog goat grass

dig
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 phonics Gg sound / Day:…………………    
.………………………………………..Date

❖.Write the words

❖. Match the words to the picture

goat frog dig flag gate garden

 Read and color
❑The plane is blue
❑The car is red
❑The train is green
❑The motorcycle is pink
❑The trick is gray
❑ The bus is orange
❑ The dhow boat is

purple 22



Dictation list

1 trip ride slide float climb tower

2 Buckle up river plane Bus driver fly drive

3 Helicopter winner first second third fourth

4 Kayak king kite knee

5 Drive a car Fly a plane Slide a 
slide

Float a 
boat

Climb a 
tower 

6 Teeth seed sheep wheel jeep deer

7 Big\small Deep\ 
shallow

tall long short little

8 camel bus Dhow 
boat

train

wheelchair motorcycle
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